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A rapid pitch-up and pitch-down maneuver of a chord-wise flexible wing in a steady free stream is studied by using a lattice Boltzmann flexible particle method in a three-dimensional space at a chord based Reynolds number of 100. The pitching rates, flexibility, and wing density are systematically varied, and their effects on aerodynamic forces are investigated. It is demonstrated that the flexibility can be utilized to significantly improve lift forces. The flexible wing has a larger angular momentum due to elasticity and inertia and generates a larger leading edge vortex as compared with a rigid wing. Such lift enhancement occurs mainly during the pitch-down motion while a large stall angle is produced during the pitch-up motion. At a low pitch rate, the flexibility cannot improve lift.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Mechanisms of biologically inspired insects flight have recently become an important research subject, particularly, for use in micro-scale vehicles for defense surveillance and environmental monitoring. Recently, the two-segment beam model in a two-dimensional (2D) space1 has been extended to a multi-segment beam model in a three-dimensional space by Qi et al.2,3 They demonstrated that as the number of the beam segment increases, the multi-segment beam model can approximate the nonlinear Euler-Bernoulli beam equation and that the model, incorporated with lattice Boltzmann (LB) method, is suitable for simulation of aerodynamics associated with a flexible wing. This method is called lattice Boltzmann flexible particle method (LBFPM).

Using the LBFPM a numerical simulation of sinusoidal plunge and pitch of a span-wise flexible and a chord-wise flexible wing in hover without free-stream were conducted, respectively.3, 4 It was found that span-wise and chord-wise flexibility could significantly improve lift forces due to a mixture of five mechanisms: wake capture, rotational,5 leading edge vortices (LEV),6 wing and fluid inertia, downwash flow leading a smaller effective angle of attach.

However, due to the complex interactions between large deformation and fluid flows, the question “to what extent and how does the flexibility affect each mechanism” is still open and remains a great challenge. To distinguish and quantify the different contribution from each of the five mechanisms to lift and drag forces due to flexibility, the kinematics of wing flapping should be simplified. It is possible that a pitch motion may be isolated from periodic plunge motion. A canonical kinematics with a pitch-up and pitch-down without periodic motion was suggested and used experimentally and numerically for rigid wings by many authors.7–13 Such simplicity allows us to focus on the effects of pitch only without considering the influence of the periodic plunge motion. This scheme may effectively reduce the number of variables and the degree of the difficulty in exploring all of the possible mechanism of aerodynamics, in particular, for a flexible wing. Only after understanding
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the pitch effect and its relationship with flexibility whole physical picture of complexity of flapping flight will be more easily captured and understood.

Recent, Kilany et al. measured the structures of leading and trailing edge vortices (TEV) of flat plate undergoing pitch-ramp motion at Reynolds number 7500. It was found that positive trailing edge vortices were identified in the earlier stage of the pitch-up and negative trailing edge vortices were seen at the end of the pitch-down motion. A large coherent leading edge vortex was formed at the beginning of the pitch-up. Ol et al. used particle image velocimetry (PIV) and dye injection to measure vortices at Reynolds number 10,000 and found that increasing pitch rate leads to a tighter, more coherent leading edge vortex, which lifts off further from the airfoil suction side; and to a stronger trailing edge vortex system, which rolls up into a counter-rotating vortex pair. They also computed the lift force using a viscous vortex particle method in a two-dimensional model and found that on the pitch-up, lift coefficient normalized by the pitch rate collapsed to essentially one curve, for the pitch rate $\kappa \sim 0.35$. However, on the pitch-down, no such simple collapse was obtained. Buchmann et al. and Yilmaz and Rockwell measured the fluid structures and they observed large span-wise velocities in the fluids of the Reynolds number of 7500 and 10,000. Jantzen et al. used an immersed boundary projection method to investigate the vortical structures and the influence of the span to chord ratio of a flat wing in the Reynolds number range 14–500. In particular, Visbal found that as pitch rate or Reynolds number increases a more compact arch vortex system, a stronger circulatory pattern and lower pressures above the wing surface, increased maximum lift, and delay of stall were evident.

All studies above are limited to a rigid wing. To authors’ knowledge, there is no report on pitch-up, hold, and pitch-down motion of a three-dimensional flexible wing. This motion is somewhat representative of biological perching. Therefore, in the present work, the canonical kinematics are adopted to simulate a chord-wise flexible wing embedded in a free stream at a Reynolds number of 100, which is within the range of insect flight. This study utilizes the same LBFPM as investigated by Qi et al. to examine how flexibility affects lift and drag forces as well as fluid structures at different pitch rates.

Section II will briefly introduce the simulation method and the canonical kinematics. Section III will present the results of the influence of flexibility on lift and drag forces at different conditions. The conclusions will be made in Sec. IV.

II. SIMULATION METHOD

It is well known that the Navier-Stokes equation can be solved by using lattice Boltzmann method. In general, the algorithm of the LB method for simulating a fluid domain is extremely simple and consists of only two operations, collision and streaming. It has been demonstrated that the LBFPM is particularly suitable for simulations of flexible bodies in fluid flows. The LBFPM has been reported in details elsewhere by Qi and Qi et al. and will not be repeated here. In this method, the body of the wing has been discretized into a chain of rigid beam segments. The segments are connected through ball and socket joints at the segment ends. Bending and twisting of the wing are obtained through relative rotation between neighboring segments. Constraint forces have been introduced at each joint to ensure that the segments are connected to each other. The motion of fluid and its interactions with solid boundaries are handled by the lattice Boltzmann equation. The validation of the LBFPM was extensively provided by comparing its results with the experimental and numerical results of Toomey and Eldredge. It has been demonstrated that the LBFPM is faithful and replicates the correct physics of flow response to deformable either span-wise or chord-wise flexible wing. This method will be used here again.

A flexible wing is subjected to a pitch-up and pitch-down motion in an incompressible fluid with a density of $\rho_f$ and a kinematic viscosity of $\nu$ in a free stream flow with a velocity of $U_0$.

The wing with a rectangular cross section could be described either in a space-coordinate system $(X, Y, Z)$ or a body-fixed coordinates system. The body-fixed coordinates $(X', Y', Z')$ can be transferred to the space coordinates $(X, Y, Z)$ through the Euler angles $\phi$, $\theta$, and $\psi$ if rotation is
imposed. Initially, the body-fixed coordinate system \((X', Y', Z')\) overlaps with the space coordinate system \((X, Y, Z)\). The flexible wing is placed in the center of the simulation box such that the span \(s\) is along the \(X'\)-direction; the chord \(c\) along the \(Z'\)-direction; the wing thickness of \(h\) along the \(Y'\)-direction. The wing is uniformly discretized along the chord as \(N\) segments. Thus, the angle \(\theta\) of the base segment spinning around its \(X'\)-or \(X\)-axis is the pitch angle or the angle of attack as shown in Figure 1. Following the work of Eldredge,\(^{23}\) this pitch angle is pre-described and given by

\[
\theta(t) = \theta_0 \frac{G(t)}{\max G'}. \tag{1}
\]

where \(\theta_0\) is the maximum of the pitch angle and \(G\) describes a complete pitch-up and pitch-down maneuver,

\[
G(t) = \ln \left[ \frac{\cosh(a U_0(t - t_a)/c) \cosh(a U_0(t - t_b)/c)}{\cosh(a U_0(t - t_b)/c) \cosh(a U_0(t - t_c)/c)} \right]. \tag{2}
\]

The parameter \(a\) controls the speed of the pitch transition between kinematic intervals, with larger values producing sharper transitions. A moderate value of 11 throughout the present study is used. The time \(t_a, t_b, t_c, t_d\) represent transition instances during the maneuver: \(t_a\) is the start of the pitch-up, \(t_b = t_a + \theta_0 / \dot{\theta}_0\) is the end of the pitch-up, \(t_c = t_b + \Delta T\) is the start of the pitch-down, and \(t_d = t_c + \theta_0 / \dot{\theta}_0\) the end of the pitch-down where \(\dot{\theta}_0\) is the pitch rate, \(c\) is the chord length. The
dimensionless pitch rate $\kappa$ is defined by

$$\kappa = \frac{\dot{\theta}_0 c}{2 U_0}. \quad (3)$$

This kinematics has been used by Eldredge and Wang\textsuperscript{23} for a two-dimensional rigid wing. In the present work, pitch starts at $t_0 = c/U_0$, the parameters are fixed at $\theta_0 = 45^\circ$, $\psi = 0^\circ$, $\phi = 0^\circ$, $sl/c = 2.5$. The pitch rate is varied at $\kappa = 0.2$, $0.7$, and $1.25$. A holding time $\Delta T = 0.05 c/U_0$ is used. The wing thickness is fixed at $h = 0.06 c$. The parameters of the kinematics and wing structure are collected in Table I. The simulation box size is $(N_x, N_y, N_z) = (250, 300, 300)$ and the wing with $s = 125$ and $c = 50$ is used. A larger simulation box of $(N_x, N_y, N_z) = (334, 400, 400)$ is also used to test the sensitivity of the grid size. The length unit is $1.33$ times and the time unit is $1.78$ times smaller in the fine grids than in the coarse grids. The curves of the lift and drag forces as a function of time for a flexible wing with an intermediate rigidity of $EI = 0.67$ are compared between the two grids in Figure 2. It shows that the difference of the lift and drag force results as a function of time between the two grids is very small and the average lift coefficient is less than $5\%$. To save cost, the former box size is used in this work. In addition, lattice Boltzmann simulations are carried out for the same case of $Re = 200$ in Ref. 24 and the results of lift and drag force are compared in Figure 3 with those of Barnes and Visbal,\textsuperscript{24} who used FDL3D1 method. The results by using the two different methods are very close to each other.

Further, the exact same case as Figure 5 of Eldredge and Wang’s\textsuperscript{23} article is run in a two-dimensional space by using the lattice Boltzmann method and the results of lift and drag coefficients are compared and presented in Figure 4. A good agreement between the two results shows a validation of the lattice Boltzmann method with the pitch-ramp-return kinematic function.

It was also demonstrated in Ref. 3 that the simulation results had no essential difference for flexible wing hovering case at $Re = 136$ by using the number of the segments ranged from $N = 9$ to 13. In this work, the number of the segments $N = 11$ is selected. The pivot ratio $r_p = 0.5 c$ is used throughout this work. The effects of the pivot ratio on lift are not pursued.

In the present work, the chord based Reynolds number is defined by

$$Re = \frac{U_0 c}{\nu}. \quad (4)$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\theta_0$</th>
<th>$U_0$</th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$\Delta T$</th>
<th>$c/s$</th>
<th>$h/c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45\degree</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.05c/U_0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table lists the kinematics and wing parameters used in the simulations.
The bending flexural rigidity $EI_w = \frac{1}{12}Esh^3$ can be normalized by

$$EI = \frac{EI_w}{\rho_f U_{sc}^2},$$

where $E$ is Young’s modulus. Following Ref. 25, the mass ratio of the wing inertia to the fluid dynamic force is defined by $m^* = \rho_s h/\rho_f c$, which varies at three different levels in the simulation.

### III. RESULTS

#### A. Flexibility on lift and drag

To understand effects of flexibility on lift and drag forces, the force coefficients are computed at different levels of the bending flexural rigidity while keeping other conditions same. The results of average lift and drag force coefficients over the pitch up and down time interval as a function of bending flexural rigidity are shown in Figure 5 for the case of pitch rate $\kappa = 1.25$ at the mass ratio $m^* = 1.0$. As the rigidity reduces or the flexibility increases, the lift force increases and arrives at a maximum when the flexibility is at an intermediate level. As the rigidity continuously decreases and...
the wing becomes excessively flexible, the lift falls down. The value of the lift coefficient increases from 1.48 for the rigid wing to 2.28 for the flexible wing of $EI = 0.67$. In other words, with pitch or rotation, the flexibility results in a 54% increase in lift as compared with the rigid wing. The drag force has a similar behavior. It is demonstrated that the flexibility significantly improves the lift forces. The ratio of the lift to the drag coefficient as a function of the rigidity is plotted in Figure 5(c). It is shown that as the rigidity decreases the ratio also decreases, then increases again. There is a minimum in the ratio curve, indicating that the lift increase due to flexibility is at a cost of a drag increase or more power consumption for this simple pitch-up and pitch-down motion. This is what one expects. When a higher lift is maintained, a larger drag is required to slow down rotation during perching motion.

To see more details of dynamic characteristics, the results of the lift and drag coefficients as a function of time within a pitch-up and pitch-down time interval are shown in Figure 6 and compared between the rigid wing and the flexible wing with $EI = 0.67$. The kinematics of pitching angle is also shown in the figure.

There are several interesting observations. First, in the earlier stage of the pitch-up motion ($t < 1.24$), the lift is smaller for the flexible wing than for the rigid wing. This is because the angular velocity or rotational momentum is smaller for the flexible wing due to its inertia that tries to keep the wing’s original zero angular velocity at the beginning of the pitch-up motion. The rotational angles of the leading and trailing edges as a function of time are compared between the flexible and
FIG. 6. (a) The lift and (b) drag coefficients as a function of time during the time interval between $t_a$ and $t_d$ are compared between the flexible wing of $EI = 0.67$ corresponding to the rigidity of a Aeshna wing and a rigid wing at $\kappa = 1.25$ and $m^* = 1.0$. Also the results are compared with the two-dimensional results of lift (c) and drag (d). The pitch angle as a function of time is also shown on the right vertical axis where the arrow points to the angle scale. The pitch-up starts at $t = t_a = 1$ and the pitch-down ends at $t = t_d = 1.68$ where the time $t$ is normalized by $c/U_0$ and the same applies to the rest of this paper.

rigid wings in Figure 7. The smaller angular velocities or slopes of the angle curves of the leading and trailing edges for the flexible wing result in smaller LEV with less suction effects and lead to a smaller lift force (see more in Sec. III C). As the base angle approaches the middle of the pitch-up motion, the angular velocity of the leading and trailing edges of the flexible wing increases and becomes larger than the rigid wing or the base segment (noting that the rigid wing has the same angular function of the time as the base segment of the flexible wing). When the angle of the base segment reaches its maximum angle $\theta = 45^\circ$, the base rotation is stopped at $t = t_b = 1.314$. However, at this instance the flexible leading and trailing edges are not stopped and continue to rotate due to their inertia. The angle of the leading edge continuously grows with a larger angular velocity until the leading edge angle arrives at its maximum value $\theta_L = 92^\circ$ at a later time $t = 1.47$. At this instance, the base segment has already passed its maximum for a while and its angle has reduced to $\theta_B = 37^\circ$ so that a large deformation angle $\delta \theta = \theta_L - \theta_B = 54^\circ$, with respect to the base angle, is obtained for the leading edge. After passing the maximum of the leading edge angle where the rotational velocity is zero, the elastic restoring force due to the large deformation will drive the leading edge to accelerateingly swing back and creates a larger angular velocity as the leading edge angle passes its equilibrium angle as shown in Figure 7. The larger rotation momentum results in a larger LEV (see more later), which causes a larger force for the flexible wing with large angles of attack at $t = 1.36$ through $t = 1.65$, as shown in Figures 7 and 8, despite the large angles of attack may encourage LEV separation and reduce lift force for a static wing case. The angle of the trailing edge has a similar behavior to the leading edge.
FIG. 7. The leading edge angle $\theta_L$ (a) and the trailing edge angle $\theta_T$ (b) as a function of time are compared between the flexible and rigid wing. The magnitudes of the slopes of the angular curves are larger for the flexible wing than for the rigid wing the most time during the pitch-down motion.

It is meaningful to visualize the relationship between the deformation and the force on the wing. The results of the chord deformation and the force vectors on the flexible wing of $EI = 0.67$ and $m^* = 1.0$ are compared with the corresponding rigid wing in Figure 8 at different time instances, $t = t_1 = 1.02$ through $t = t_{16} = 1.65$. The time interval between two consecutive time instances is $\Delta t = 0.04$. The figure shows that the magnitudes of the force vectors are smaller for the flexible wing (blue arrows) than for the rigid wing (red color) at time $t = t_1 = 1.02$ through $t = t_5 = 1.19$ in the earlier stage of the pitch motion. However, the lift force becomes larger for the flexible than for the rigid wing when $t > 1.24$ and the large lifts are associated with the large angular deflection at $t = t_9 = 1.36$ through $t = t_{16} = 1.65$ as shown in Figure 8.

Second, there are two peaks and one valley between the two peaks in the force curves of the flexible wing while there is one peak only for the rigid wing. The second peak of the flexible wing is mainly caused by a combination effects of wing elasticity and inertia. As the flexible wing...
leading edge angle reaches its maximum, a zero rotational speed is obtained around $t = 1.47$ and a valley in the lift curve appears. After passing this moment, the elastic restoring force drives the leading edge to acceleratingly swing back and results in a larger rotational velocity although air flow may resist the wing elastic motion. Therefore, the lift increases again and the second peak occurs at an equilibrium bending angle corresponding to a maximum bending rotational velocity around $t = 1.57$, then the lift reduces again after passing the equilibrium bending angle. The rigid wing lacks such elastic bending mechanisms, therefore the lift curve has one peak only.

Third, it is remarkable that during the pitch-up motion the lift maximum, where the angle of attack corresponds to a stall angle $\theta_{st}$, occurs at $\theta_{st} = 41^\circ$ for the flexible wing and at $\theta_{st} = 29^\circ$ for the rigid wing, revealing that the stall is greatly delayed by the flexibility. Moreover, the lift maximum is larger for the flexible than rigid wing.
Fourth, the lift coefficient of the rigid wing reduces monotonically from a maximum $C_l = 4.04$ at $t = 1.18$ to a negative value at $t = 1.48$ and continuously reduces to a large negative value of $C_l = -1.9$ at the end of the pitch-down motion. On the contrary, the lift coefficient of the flexible wing decreases from the maximum $C_l = 4.39$ at $t = 1.27$ to the minimum (valley) $C_l = 1.50$ at $t = 1.47$, increases again to the second peak $C_l = 2.6$ at $t = 1.57$ and remains a positive value of $C_l = 0.49$ at the end of the pitch-down motion where the rotation is stopped (see Figure 6(a)). The lift coefficient is always larger for the flexible than for the rigid wing when $t > 1.24$.

Fifth, Figure 7 shows that the angles of both the leading and trailing edges of the flexible wing are much larger than the base angle in the late portion of the pitch-up time period and in all the pitch-down time period. The maximum angle of the flexible leading edge is as large as $92^\circ$ at $t = 1.47$ where the lift is still positive $C_l = 1.41$. Undoubtedly, it is clearly depicted that not only the lift is significantly increased but also the stall is effectively delayed by the enhanced unsteady dynamics due to the flexibility and wing inertia.

Finally, it can be seen in Figure 6 that the peaks of the force curves of the rigid wing have a phase lead to the pitch angle function as expected. The phase lead is due to the acceleration peak (added mass) of the rotation (or pitch) that appears in the very earlier stage of the time in the pitch-ramp-return function. This has been clearly explained by OI et al. (see Figure 2 of Ref. 7). The peaks of the force curves of the flexible wing shift to the right side as compared with the rigid wing. This phase shift or delay is due to flexibility since the motion of the wing edges is driven by the base segment and transferred from the wing base to the wing edges.

A two-dimensional simulation is carried out in the same condition except that the length of the simulation box in the span-direction is the same as the wing span and the periodic condition is imposed in this direction so that a three-dimensional simulation reduces to two-dimensional, which has a infinitely large span. The lift and drag forces are shown and compared between the flexible and rigid wings in Figures 6(c) and 6(d). The values of the 2D results of the lift and drag are reasonably larger than three-dimensional results due to less dissipation in the span direction. Similar to the three-dimensional case, the stall angle is $\theta_{st} = 43^\circ$ for the 2D flexible wing and $\theta_{st} = 34^\circ$ for the 2D rigid wing and the stall is effectively delayed by the flexibility. The lift curve has two peaks and the maximum of the lift is larger than the rigid wing. Although the flexibility improves lift, tip vortices are not obtained in our 2D simulations, as expected (see Sec. III C).

It is pointed out that the inertial effect includes a contribution from the air flow, around the wing surface boundary layers, which moves along with wing motion and contributes to an extra inertia called “added mass.” Fluid viscous effect may also resist or damp the angle change of the leading and trailing edges.

To examine effects of flexibility on the lift force and deformation, simulations are carried out in the different levels of the rigidity in the same condition. The results of lift and drag coefficients and leading and trailing edge angles at different levels of the rigidity are plotted in Figure 9 at a given pitch rate $\kappa = 1.25$ and a given mass ratio $m^* = 1.0$. All the curves have similar characteristics. Two findings are noted. First, the pitch angles corresponding to the maximum of the lift curves are larger for all the flexible wings than for the rigid wing. The wing with $EI = 0.89$ has a maximum lift $C_l = 4.46$ at a stall angle $\theta_{st} = 39^\circ$; the wing with $E = 0.67$ has a maximum lift force $C_l = 4.39$ at a stall angle $\theta_{st} = 41^\circ$; the wing with $E = 0.45$ has a maximum lift force $C_l = 4.05$ at a stall angle $\theta_{st} = 45^\circ$. In other words, the first lift maxima and stall angles are larger for all the considered flexible wings than for the rigid wing. Second, all the lift curves of flexible wings have two peaks. The peaks shift to the side of the late time or the first and second peaks are delayed as the rigidity reduces or the flexibility increases as shown in Figure 9(a). The deformation or leading and trailing angles increase as the flexibility increases as shown in Figure 9(c) and 9(d). The peak delay is attributed to the larger angular deflection, which takes a longer time.

B. Effect of pitch rate

To investigate the effect of pitch rate on forces, the pitch rate is varied in three different levels $\kappa = 0.2$, 0.7, and 1.25. The results of the lift and drag coefficients as a function of time at given mass ratio $m^* = 1.0$ and rigidity $EI = 0.45$ are plotted and compared in Figure 10 among the three different
pitch rates $\kappa = 0.2$, 0.7, and 1.25. Their corresponding deformations are compared in Figure 11. Figure 10 shows that the lift and drag increase as the pitch rate increases by noting the force scales are different among the cases of $\kappa = 0.2$, 0.7, and 1.25. When pitch rates are large, the lift curves of the flexible wings have two peaks and the first peak or the stall angles are delayed as compared with the rigid wing. For example, when $\kappa = 0.7$, the maximum value of lift is 3.87 at the stall angle $\theta_{st} = 42^\circ$ for the flexible wing while the maximum of the lift is 2.61 at the stall angle $\theta_{st} = 34^\circ$ for the rigid wing. As the pitch rate increases to $\kappa = 1.25$, the maximum value of lift increases to 4.3 at a larger stall angle $\theta_{st} = 44^\circ$ for the flexible wing while the maximum of the lift is 4.04 at the stall angle $\theta_{st} = 29^\circ$ for the rigid wing. However, when the pitch rate is small, say $\kappa = 0.2$, the lift force and stall angle are not larger for the flexible wing. It seems that the benefit from flexibility is not clearly observed for this low pitch rate. There are a few small peaks in the lift curve of the flexible wing. These peaks may be explained by natural frequency of a flexible beam vibration. The period of the vibration is roughly around 0.7 in the simulations, which is close to theoretical value 0.67 according to the beam theory.

The time average of lift and drag, are plotted as a function of rigidity at three different pitch rates $\kappa = 1.25$, 0.7, and 0.2 in Figure 12. It is shown that at a given mass ratio, all the lift force curves have a maximum and that the maximum significantly increases as the pitch rate increases. Therefore, the lift force curves have a maximum for $\kappa = 1.25$ and 0.7. On the contrary, there is no clear maximum in the lift curve for the case with the low pitch rate $\kappa = 0.2$. Obviously, a high
FIG. 10. (a) Lift and (b) drag coefficients as a function of time for $\kappa = 1.25$, (c) lift and (d) drag for $\kappa = 0.7$, and (e) lift and (f) drag for $\kappa = 0.2$ are compared at given mass ratio $m^* = 1.0$ and rigidity $EI = 0.45$.

Pitch rate is critical for insects to use flexibility to generate a larger lift force. The drag has a similar behavior except that the drag force also has a maximum for the case of $\kappa = 0.2$.

C. Structures of fluid

To see how fluid structures affect lift force, the contours of the vorticity in the $x$-direction in the cross section at the span ratio $s_r = 0.25$ are compared between the flexible wing of $EI = 0.67$ and the rigid wing at different time instances in Figure 13. The intensity and the size of the LEV is smaller for the flexible wing than the rigid wing due to the wing inertia keeping its original zero speed in the
earlier stage of pitch-up motion as shown in this figure at $t = 1.06$ and $t = 1.14$ so that the flexible wing has smaller lift force. When the base pitch angle $\dot{\theta} = 41^\circ$ at $t = 1.27$, not only the intensity but also the size of the LEV is larger for flexible wing than for the rigid wing. The LEV covers all the surface of the flexible wing while the LEV has started to separate from the leading edge for the rigid wing. When the base pitch angle $\dot{\theta} = 45^\circ$ at $t = 1.36$, the LEV still covers 80% of the top surface of the flexible wing but the LEV is clearly separated from the leading edge for the rigid wing. A comparison reveals that the vorticity field for the flexible wing at $t = 1.48$ looks strikingly similar to that of the rigid wing at $t = 1.36$, indicating that the LEV separation is effective delayed.
due to flexibility and the LEV is stabilized. In other words, the lag in the vortex development and separation due to flexibility allows the LEV to have a longer time to be attached on the top surface. At $t = 1.27, 1.36$, and $1.65$, larger LEV are observed for the flexible wing.

Distinguishing feature of the three-dimensional fluid flows is that tip vortices are presented. As an example, Figure 14(a) shows the contours of the vorticity in the chord-wise direction or $z$-direction on the cross section of chord ratio $s_r = 0.85$. Each vortex on the wing tips has opposite sign. The span-wise velocities, associated with the tip vortices, are shown in in Figure 14(b). Two-dimensional flows do not have such tip vortices in our simulation results.
FIG. 14. The contours of (a) the vorticity in the chord-wise direction or the z-direction and (b) the velocity in the span-wise or x-direction on the cross section of chord ratio \( r_p = 0.82 \) are shown for base angle \( \theta = 45^\circ \) (time instance \( t = 1.36 \)) at a given \( \kappa = 1.25 \) and \( EI = 0.67 \).

The iso-surface of the vorticity magnitude is also shown in Figure 15 in a three-dimensional space. Some degree of the similarity of vortical structural patterns are observed between the current results and the results of Jantzen et al.\(^{18}\) for rigid wing. In this low Reynolds number range, the fluid flows are basically laminar with 3D tip vortices. The different vorticity patterns between the flexible and rigid wings are seen. It seems that the vortex separation along the wing tip areas is delayed for the flexible wing and the vortexes cover more the top chord surface, as shown in Figure 15.

FIG. 15. The iso-surface of the vorticity magnitude are compared between the flexible wing (first and third columns) of \( EI = 0.67 \) and the rigid wing (second and fourth columns). The corresponding time instances or angles are the same as Figure 13. The value of the iso-surface is 0.008.
FIG. 16. The contours of the vorticity in the x-direction in the cross section at $s_r = 0.25$ are compared among different pitch rates $\kappa = 0.2$ (left column), 0.7 (middle column), and 1.25 (right column) of the flexible wing of $EI = 0.45$ at different base angles (time instances).
In summary, the flexible wing has a larger angular momentum due to its elasticity and inertia, produces a larger LEV, delays the LEV separation, allows the vortices to cover a top chord surface area with a longer time and enhances the lift. This lift enhancement mechanism due to delayed LEV separation caused by large rotational momentum associated with flexibility is identified.

To elucidate the effects of pitch rate on vortical structures, the contours of the vorticity in the x-direction are displayed in Figure 16 for the three different levels of the pitch rate \( \kappa = 0.2, 0.7, \) and 1.25 at a given mass rate \( m^* = 1.0 \) and rigidity \( EI = 0.45 \). For \( \kappa = 0.2 \) case, the LEV are emanating from the leading edge and leave the top surface with a much larger distance for all the angles while for \( \kappa = 0.7 \) and 1.25, the LEV stay a longer time on the top surface. For instance, at \( \theta = 41^\circ \), the LEV is clearly separated for \( \kappa = 0.2 \) while the LEV attaches more closely to the top surface and the separated LEV is reattached on the top surface of the trailing edge portion for \( \kappa = 0.7 \). A larger LEV covers almost all top surface. Moreover, the TEV with an opposite sign are larger and curved up more as the pitch rate increases. The same occurs at \( \theta = 45^\circ \). During the pitch-down, at \( \theta = 32^\circ \), the separated LEV is reattached and covered more the top area of the trailing edge for \( \kappa = 1.25 \) and its larger TEV is rolled up more while the TEV are dispersed earlier for \( \kappa = 0.7 \) and 0.2. Finally, it is seen that the structure of the vortices at \( \theta = 8^\circ \) during the pitch-down for \( \kappa = 1.25 \) resembles those at \( \theta = 32^\circ \) for \( \kappa = 0.7 \), depicting that the high pitch rate delays the LEV separation due to flexibility.

**D. Effect of wing mass ratio**

To study effect of wing mass, the mass ratios are varied in the three levels of \( m^* = 0.5, 1.0, \) and 3.0, which are in the range of the insects density and used by other authors.\(^{25}\)
FIG. 18. The results of the lift (a), drag (b) coefficients, (c) leading edge angle and (d) trailing edge angle as a function of time are compared among different mass ratio at a given pitch rate $\kappa = 0.7$ and a given $EI = 0.45$.

For a given large rational rate $\kappa = 1.25$, the results of the lift and drag coefficients as a function of time are exhibited in Figure 17 for the flexible wing of $EI = 0.45$ at different levels of the mass ratios and compared with the rigid wing. Figure 17 shows that as the mass ratio increases from $m^* = 0.5$ to $m^* = 1.0$, the first maximum of the lift coefficient increases from 3.94 to 4.41 and the stall angle increases from $\theta_{st} = 39^\circ$ to $\theta_{st} = 44^\circ$. As the mass ratio continuously increases to $m^* = 3.0$, the first maximum of the lift reduces to 4.19, and the stall angle becomes $\theta_{st} = 39^\circ$. It seems that the largest stall angle and lift maximum are obtained for the intermediate mass ratio $m^* = 1.0$. Importantly, the stall angles of the flexible wings with all three level mass ratios are larger than the stall angle $29^\circ$ of the rigid wing.

In addition, two peaks are clearly presented in the force curves of the flexible wings of $m^* = 0.5$ and 1.0 and both the first and second peaks are delayed as the mass ratio increases from $m^* = 0.5$ to $m^* = 1.0$. It is understood that for a low mass ratio $m^* = 0.5$, the ratio of wing inertial to fluid hydrodynamic force is smaller. Therefore, the relatively smaller inertial and larger viscous damping forces cause smaller angular deformation as shown in Figures 17(c) and 17(d). As the mass ratio increases to $m^* = 1.0$, the wing inertial force is relatively larger and the fluid viscous damping is relatively smaller. Thus, a larger deformation is obtained and causes lift peaks delayed. As the mass ratio continuously increases to $m^* = 3.0$, the inertially dominated force drives the first peak greatly delayed and the second peak to be out of the time range of the pitch-down motion. The second peak looks like disappearance.

For an intermediate pitch rate $\kappa = 0.7$, the results of lift and drag forces and angular deformation are shown in Figure 18 and their behavior is similar to the case of $\kappa = 1.25$ except that the lift force is smaller for $\kappa = 0.7$ than for $\kappa = 1.25$. 
However, when the pitch rate is small at $\kappa = 0.2$, the situation is different. The results of lift and drag forces and deformation as a function of time are collected in Figure 19. No matter what mass ratio is, the stall angle and lift force are not larger for the flexible wing than for the rigid wing. It seems that the flexibility does not benefit lift nor stall angle at this low pitch rate.

Next, the results of the average lift and drag forces over time at a given pitch rate are displayed as a function of the rigidity at different wing mass ratio in Figure 20. For the case of $\kappa = 1.25$, all the lift coefficient curves have a maximum when the rigidity is at an intermediate level as shown in Figure 20(a). As the mass ratio increases, the lift force peak becomes much wider and the value of the maximum increases. In other words, the lift can be increased in a much larger range of the rigidity for a larger wing mass than a lower mass. This is caused by the larger inertial and less viscous damping force. For the case of $\kappa = 0.7$, the lift has a similar behavior except that the magnitude of lift is smaller than that of $\kappa = 1.25$ as shown in Figure 20(b). However, for a low pitch rate $\kappa = 0.2$, as shown in Figure 20(c) the lift curves are almost collapsed as one curve no matter what the mass ratio are, indicating that at this low pitch rate, the flexibility does not improve lift and the mass inertia may play an insignificant role. All the drag force curves have a peak. Generally speaking, the wing inertia benefits the lift at a large rotational rate.

E. Force asymmetry

To further distinguish the different effects of the flexibility on the pitch-up and on the pitch-down motion, the lift and drag coefficients are computed and averaged over the pitch-up time period between $t_u$ and $t_b$ and over the pitch-down time period between $t_b$ and $t_d$, respectively, so that the force coefficient is reasonably divided into two portions: one called a pitch-up lift coefficient and
FIG. 20. The lift (left) and drag (right) coefficients as a function of rigidity at the pitch rates (a) $\kappa = 1.25$, (b) $\kappa = 0.7$, (c) $\kappa = 0.2$ for different wing mass ratio.

another called a pitch-down lift coefficient. The results of the pitch-up lift coefficients $C_{ul}$, the pitch-down lift coefficient $C_{dl}$, the pitch-up drag coefficient $C_{ud}$, and the pitch-down drag coefficient $C_{dd}$ as a function of $EI$ at different mass ratio are shown in Figure 21 for $\kappa = 1.25$, in Figure 22 for $\kappa = 0.7$, and in Figure 23 for $\kappa = 0.2$. The pitch-down lift coefficient $C_{dl}$ significantly increases as the rigidity decreases, arrives at a maximum, then falls down. There is a maximum as shown in
FIG. 21. The pitch-up lift coefficient $C_{lu}$ and the pitch-down lift coefficient $C_{ld}$ as well as the corresponding drag coefficients as a function of the rigidity for the case of $\kappa = 1.25$ at different mass ratios.

Figure 21 for $\kappa = 1.25$ and in Figure 22 for $\kappa = 0.7$. During the pitch-down motion, the flexibility can convert the pitch-down lift coefficient from a negative value $-0.054$ for the rigid wing to a positive value 2.23 for the flexible wing of $EI = 0.67$ for $\kappa = 1.25$, evidencing that the flexibility can dramatically improve lift during the pitch-down motion. By contraries, the pitch-up lift coefficient $C_{lu}$ monotonically decreases as the rigidity reduces. There is no maximum, i.e., the flexibility cannot improve the time average lift during the pitch-up period. However, it is special that a large lift maximum and a large stall angle always occur in the pitch-up period as shown in Figure 6 although its average lift is small. These results suggest that flexibility mainly contributes a larger lift during the pitch down motion and dominantly devotes a delayed stall angle during the pitch-up period. It is demonstrated that the lift force behavior due to flexibility is asymmetrical about the pitch-down motion and the pitch-up motion.

At the low pitch rate $\kappa = 0.2$, there is no maximum in both the pitch-down and pitch-up lift coefficient curves as shown in Figure 23. This is consistent with the finding in Sec. III B that the flexibility cannot enhance the lift at a low pitch rate. It is concluded that the lift force increase due to flexibility is dominated and driven by the pitch-down motion while a larger stall angle is mainly driven by the pitch-up motion. This asymmetrical property of the force increase may guide one to design an asymmetrical micro-vehicle with respect to the pitch-up motion and the pitch-down motion.

FIG. 22. The pitch-up lift coefficient $C_{lu}$ and the pitch-down lift coefficient $C_{ld}$ as well as the corresponding lift coefficients as a function of the rigidity for the case of $\kappa = 0.7$ at different mass ratios.
FIG. 23. The pitch-up lift coefficient $C_{ul}$ and the pitch-down lift coefficient $C_{dl}$ as well as the corresponding drag coefficients as a function of the rigidity for the case of $\kappa = 0.2$ at different mass ratios.

IV. CONCLUSION

The direct simulations of the pitch-up and pitch-down of the chord-wise flexible and rigid wings in a free stream are conducted at the Reynolds number of $Re = 100$ by using the LBFPM. The effect of the bending rigidity in the chord-wise direction on unsteady aerodynamics are investigated. Based on the comparison with the rigid wing, the following conclusions can be made.

- It is found that when the pitch rate is large, the lift and drag forces increase nonlinearly up to a maximum as the flexibility increases, then falls down as the flexibility becomes excessively large. The maximum values in both lift and drag forces are significantly larger for a flexible wing than for a rigid wing. It is the elastic restoring force with the inertia that generates a larger angular momentum, which produces a larger LEV, delays the LEV separation, stabilizes the LEV with a longer time to be attached on the top surface, and enhances lift force. This force enhancement mechanism due to large rotational momentum is identified for the flexible wing.
- It is found that the flexibility dominantly produces a large lift maximum and a large stall angle during pitch-up motion and devotes a large lift mainly during pitch-down motion. This force asymmetrical property may guide one to design an asymmetrical micro-vehicle with respect to the pitch-up motion and the pitch-down motion.
- Only when the rotational rate is larger than a critical rotational value, the flexibility can be used to improve lift.
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